Reminders
* Parent teacher interviews are on Monday the 23rd and Tuesday the 24th of March.
* Boat Building day is on Tuesday the 31st of March.
Helpers needed!

It was great to see the kids show their individuality during our assembly item last week. It’s almost holiday time but we are still working hard in the classroom and outside in the garden too! Parent teacher interviews are this week and we have a First Fleet model boat building day in week 10 and would love parent volunteers. Contact us if you think you could help.

**This fortnight we are learning to:**

* multiply and divide by 10, 100 and 1000 using a range of strategies and recognise division is the opposite of multiplication;
* Investigate 3D shapes, angles and time;
* Finalise our First Fleet ship dimensions so we can build our ships to scale in week 10;
* write narratives using an introduction to hook the audience and ensure we understand and include a complication and resolution in our stories;
* continue our science investigations and then show what we have learnt this term about seeds and plant parts;
* use art works by Aboriginal artists to interpret the consequences of European arrival;
* role play how to be a good friend and analyse cyber bullying advertisements;
* practice NAPLAN style questions in literacy and numeracy;
* present our genius time research to the class.